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Firm philosophy:

As a firm, our goal is to provide 
healthy and affordable food to the 
community. NAM Health CO wants 
the community to have a space to get 
together, enjoy a safe place, and be 
free of air pollution.



GAFs Gotta Go!
GAF and West Dallas

GAF is causing an environmental 
injustice to the low income families 
that live near the factory. People that 
live near GAF are inhaling toxic 
particles such as sulfur dioxide that 
pollute the air in West Dallas. GAF is 
damaging the environment and health 
of the people from West Dallas 
making them vulnerable to 
respiratory illnesses from exposure to 
pollution. The high rate of pollution in 
the air are making people and 
organizations like Singleton United 
start movements to remove GAF.
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Climate Change 
and Air Pollution

The Effects

● Climate change is a long-term shift in 
temperatures and weather patterns globally 
or in a certain region. It is mainly caused by 
humans burning fossil fuels such as coal, oil 
and gas.

● Because we are burning these fossil fuels, 
vehicles like cars and trucks release gas into 
the atmosphere, causing pollution. Buildings 
like factories and power plants also release 
gas and chemicals, polluting not only the air, 
but the water we drink as well.

● Air pollution can affect plants like trees, in 
which we use on a daily basis. It can also 
make animals sick, in which we also care for 
and eat on a daily basis, so if they get sick, 
we can get sick too.

● Air pollution on humans can cause headaches, 
pneumonia, cardiovascular diseases, asthma, 
cancer, and even possibly death.
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The Goals
West Dallas Reimagined

● The goals of this project is to bring the community 
together, create something healthy and affordable 
for the community, and make the environment a 
safe place by removing GAF and the air pollution 
they brought into West Dallas.

● We want to turn an unhealthy environment into a 
green space with a small grocery store and a plant 
nursery. This will help to stop the air pollution and 
food deserts in the area.

● Our design would help solve environmental injustice 
by providing something more healthy for the 
environment with plants and fresh food. Doing this 
will not only help the environment, but also help the 
people living in the area as well.
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Mystic Garden



2 Aerial views of project



The Design Process
● These are the bubble diagrams 

that have helped us have a visual 
image on how we could arrange 
our interior models. These 
diagrams would help us 
determine how much space we 
would need. 
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Speaker Presentation

Janie and Evelyn:

Based on the Singleton United presentation, we understand that GAF has caused harm to the neighborhood in many ways, 
and are willing to make what is possible in order to remove it. The community of West Dallas has come together and are  
begging to stop environmental injustice. 

HKS: HKS has taught us different types of designs. They also showed us how each design has its own purpose no matter 
how big or small it might be. They wanted us to understand that by designing a building, we are creating a new experience 
for the community. 

Based on this knowledge, it helped us understand that we are building a space that would not only help this community but 
would bring an experience to us and to those who would be visiting it. 



Land Use Map

● Use a land use legend
○ Red - restaurants/food
○ Purple - retail
○ Yellow - classrooms/venues
○ Green - green spaces, gardens
○ Blue - water, 
○ Orange - sports, courts
○ Gray - parking
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Overview
The purpose of our design is to bring 
the community together and create a 
new experience for the West Dallas 
members. This area is surrounded by 
low to medium income families that 
don’t have many resources. We would 
like to allow them have easier access to 
their needs and also create a new 
experience for all. 

Grocery Store
The purpose of this grocery store is to 
give people healthier food. We decided 
to create this to lessen the food deserts 
in West Dallas. This will benefit the 
community by preventing people from 
increasing their risks of getting 
illnesses like diabetes and heart disease

Plant Nursery
The purpose of this plant nursery is to 
provide classes for people to learn how 
to grow their own garden and help 
clean the air pollution of West Dallas. 
The plant nursery will benefit the 
community by bringing them together 
while they learn and experience new 
things. 
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Overview
This is a picnic area where people 
would be welcome to spend time with 
their friends and family, and also enjoy 
the weather. It would also be 
accompanied by a basketball court 
where the young youth would be 
attracted to come and spend their time 
by staying active. This would be a great 
place where people can bond with each 
other and enjoy a healthy mood boost. 
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Overview
What we have here is our Community 
Garden that would allow the West 
Dallas members to have healthier eating 
habits. It is also a great place where 
many children and young people can 
learn to produce organic foods. The 
Garden would have access to the food 
trucks for those who would like to 
consume. 

We want to provide a spacious parking area for people to feel welcome 
without having to worry about not finding a parking space. 
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Grocery Store

This is the grocery store. There are 
bathrooms, shelves and aisles; 
baskets for the vegetables; a freezer 
for the frozen foods; carts near the 
entrance; a storage room; and 
cashiers. This accomplishes our 
mission because it is a space that 
gives the community healthier 
options, medicine, and more 
necessities than a food desert would 
offer.
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Grocery Store

These are the baskets that the fresh fruits and vegetables 
will be placed in. This is where foods like apples, bananas, 
pears, carrots, watermelon, etc… will be. They are in this 
shape because it gives customers enough space to go around 
each basket. No matter where they are, they will always 
have access to each and every basket displayed.
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Plant Nursery
This is the plant nursery. It has an office, two bathrooms, a 
storage room and a classroom. The mission of the plant nursery 
is to provide gardening classes for the community. Most of the 
products of the plant nursery are going to be from the 
community garden. 
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Plant Nursery
This is the classroom, the most 
important space of the plant 
nursery. We as a team decided that 
gardening lessons can be helpful to 
the community, since they will 
learn to garden healthy food in an 
inexpensive way. It will not only 
help the community, but also the 
polluted environment around West 
Dallas.
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Climate Change and our City

What the community can do to help reduce climate change is to get well informed. 
We all need to know what is happening to our environment and be well informed on 
how we can act. We could start by producing more fruits and vegetables and having 
less meat. We could also use less transportation and take a walk or ride a bike 
instead of using automobiles. By removing GAF, we can help the community 
accomplish these and actually bring in healthy foods. 
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West Dallas and Mystic Garden
● Our design would help the community by providing a space that would bring them together and be able to experience new 

activities. This would fit the needs of the West dallas community by bringing in healthy foods. It would create a positive change 
to the community and it would be useful to all members of West Dallas.

● We hope to accomplish a healthy environment and stop environmental injustice on West Dallas. We want to bring new interests 
to the people that would be beneficial for them and their families. We want people from all different ages and backgrounds to be 
involved in their own environment and to learn how they can make a difference for the being of everyone. 

● The City of Dallas should get involved and be concerned about the needs of the people in the community. They should support 
the West Dallas community and help these people by giving them a safe and free air polluted environment. We are hoping to 
make West Dallas a healthier place where people feel safe to go outside and enjoy their environment. 
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